If It Takes a Village to Foster Innovation, Success Depends on the Neighbors: The Effects of Global and Ego Networks on New Product Launches
Alliances among firms and institutions are prevalent in the consumer packaged goods (CPG) industry; forming alliances is a strategy by which companies can improve the performance of new product innovations. For example, in response to the challenges of internal development of new products, reduced innovation rates, and higher R&D costs in the late 1990s, Procter & Gamble (P&G) initiated its "Connect + Develop" program, a new innovation strategy to connect with external sources of ideas and develop those ideas into profitable products (Dodgson, Gann, and Salter 2006) . From 2000 to 2009, approximately 3,000 R&D interfirm collaborations occurred in the CPG industry. However, we know little about their actual consequences for innovation or the types of new products that resulted.
Breakthrough new products incorporate substantially new features that provide novel, significant consumer benefits; incremental new products involve relatively marginal improvements to existing products (Chandy and Tellis 1998; Sorescu and Spanjol 2008) . Breakthrough new products provide new growth opportunities, as well as a high risk of failure. By reinforcing the firm's current capabilities, incremental new products instead provide stable cash flows, although with limited potential for further firm growth or value (Sorescu and Spanjol 2008) . This trade-off between risk and return suggests that firms must constantly balance their breakthrough and incremental new product efforts. To do so, they often turn to alliance networks, which represent viable external sources of innovation (Mallapragada, Grewal, and Lilien 2012) . Collaborations enable firms to tap alliance networks and access information to drive their new product development (Ahuja 2000; . However, no studies have examined how alliance networks might differentially drive breakthrough and incremental new products.
Furthermore, according to an ego network perspective, a firm's innovations stem from collaborations with directly connected partners who pursue joint value creation, such as by pooling their complementary resources and promoting effective cooperation (Jap 1999) . But a global network perspective instead posits that a firm can move beyond direct connections to gain other benefits, such as information from knowledge diffusion across a broader social space, depending on the overall structure of ties in an industry (Schilling and Phelps 2007) . We posit that by pooling resources with directly connected partners, a firm can accumulate a relevant base of knowledge that makes its access to and use of resources in different parts of the global network more effective. That is, even as the firm accesses industry-wide information and resources through its position in a global network, its directly connected partners can help it filter out irrelevant information, interpret new information, and integrate that information with existing practices. As an example, Figure 1 displays P&G's alliance network in 1995: its position in the overall CPG industry and its ego network, which included public firms such as Abbott, private firms such as Cephalon, and nonprofit organizations such as University of Florida. Through this ego network, P&G was able to tap the entire CPG industry to find relevant information.
Considering the potentially divergent outcomes of such connections, we seek answers to three important research questions: RQ 1 : How does a firm's position in a global network affect its breakthrough and incremental new product launches?
RQ 2 : How does a firm's ego network interact with its position in the global network to facilitate or hinder new product launches?
RQ 3 : Does a firm's R&D capability moderate the effect of a firm's position in a global network on its new product launches, considering its evident importance for product launches ?
Figure 1 GLOBAL NETWORK IN THE CPG INDUSTRY AND EGO NETWORK OF P&G IN 1995
Notes: The square in the center refers to P&G, and the diamonds refer to P&G's ego network partners in 1995.
ROLE OF INTERFIRM NETWORKS IN NEW PRODUCT LAUNCHES Breakthrough and Incremental New Product Launches
In the CPG industry, products that supply meaningful consumer benefits are critical to success. We argue in this study that breakthrough innovations are not limited to just technological advances (Chandy and Tellis 1998) . We define breakthrough new products as those that are the first to provide novel and significant benefits to consumers, whereas incremental new products do not provide novel or significant consumer benefits compared with existing products (Sorescu and Spanjol 2008) . Breakthroughs create value in the market, whether because they improve product features, packaging, or formulations (e.g., Lysol No-Touch Hand Soap System automatically dispenses just the right amount of soap) or create new markets (e.g., Huggies Pull-Ups created a new disposable underwear category for children). Technological breakthroughs are critical types of innovation that deviate from current technological trajectories in technology-intensive industries (Subramaniam and Youndt 2005; , but breakthroughs in CPG industries instead tend to feature product developments that improve consumer benefits by moving the product beyond a current market trajectory. In contrast, incremental new products refine existing versions (e.g., minor changes to packages, quality improvements, line extensions to add a new flavor), make relatively small changes, and reinforce existing market trajectories (Ettlie 1983) .
In addition, breakthrough and incremental new products differ in the knowledge acquisition and assimilation processes they induce. In terms of knowledge acquisition, launches of breakthrough new products require the firm to gain novel information or capabilities that deviate from its current knowledge. To launch incremental new products, firms instead need to gather information that aligns with their current knowledge (Subramaniam and Youndt 2005) . In addition, breakthrough new products require more extensive, novel knowledge integration because the firm seeks to offer new, innovative solutions with significant potential to enhance consumer benefits in the market (Sorescu and Spanjol 2008) . Incremental new products instead demand efficiency in knowledge integration so that the firm can combine existing technological or market trends and update its products in a timely manner (Lee 2011) .
Both knowledge acquisition and knowledge integration, and thus new product capabilities, depend on a firm's ability to accumulate a relevant base of knowledge . If it collaborates with partners, a firm extends its knowledge base beyond its organizational boundaries and can exploit an alliance network . In such knowledge-based networks, the firm gains access to different partners' knowledge and then leverages that knowledge in its new product efforts (Phelps, Heidl, and Wadhwa 2012) .
Global and Ego Networks
We consider the influence of global and ego networks on innovation. A global network that comprises interfirm linkages within an industry becomes a source of industrywide information, so the position in the global network should facilitate or hinder the acquisition of knowledge in an industry. In particular, network centrality, or the extent to which an actor is central to a network (Monge and Contractor 2003) , reflects a firm's position in an industry, which defines its access to external information and resources. We focus on two common aspects: closeness and betweenness centrality. In a global network, closeness centrality pertains to the distance feature, equivalent to the efficiency of its access to other firms by short paths, whereas betweenness centrality reflects a mediation aspect, or the extent to which the firm can mediate flows of information in a global network (Mallapragada, Grewal, and Lilien 2012) . Such flows of information can take place on any paths that connect firms in a global network, rather than being restricted to the shortest paths (Freeman, Borgatti, and White 1991; Stephenson and Zelen 1989) . Although a firm's position in the global network determines the potential amount of information and resources it can access, directly or indirectly, the outcomes of a global network also depend on the firm's ability to transfer external resources to itself and transform them into new products (Tsai 2001) . We propose that ego network density and diversity might facilitate or hinder this absorption of resources from a global network. Ego network density is the degree to which ego network partners connect with one another (Coleman 1990) , and ego network diversity is the amount of variation in the types of ego network partners (Lavie and Miller 2008; Van Beers and Zand 2014) .
On the one hand, ego network density should help coordinate the effective absorption of resources from a global network of both direct and indirect partners. Highly interconnected partners in a firm's ego network interact frequently and can leverage knowledge spillovers; they facilitate exchange-inducing norms and sanction opportunistic behaviors (Obstfeld 2005) . By reducing the uncertainty surrounding an exchange, a firm's interconnected ego network motivates partners to commit and cooperate. As such, the ego network itself represents a form of coordination that facilitates robust, collective actions among directly connected partners (Kogut 2000) . However, prior research also notes that highly interconnected ego networks can constrain the types of information and resources the firm accesses, such that they act as barriers to innovations, particularly those that go beyond the current market or technological practices (Moran 2005; Rowley, Behrens, and Krackhardt 2000) .
On the other hand, diverse ego network partners might affect the assimilation of industry-wide information gained from a global network. Prior research has noted increasing learning opportunities from more diverse partners, such as when a firm applies information and resources from one alliance to others, which generates a synergistic effect of partner diversity (Swaminathan and Moorman 2009; . By pooling resources with diverse partners in an ego network, the firm gains more options and flexibility in applying industry-wide information from the global network in novel ways. However, having diverse ego network partners also might increase coordination complexity (Cui and O'Connor 2012) and thus constrain the efficiency with which the firm can transform knowledge from the global network into innovations.
These distinct, complementary roles of global and ego network properties suggest that they are two essential elements that interact to determine new product innovations. For example, a firm might exhibit high network centrality in the global network but low density in its ego network if it has partners that are located in different parts of the industry and isolated from one another. Another firm might achieve the opposite position by targeting a particular peripheral domain to solicit partners that are well connected to one another (high density in the ego network) but not connected to other parts of the industry (low centrality in the global network).
R&D capability, which refers to a firm's ability to develop technology competencies and processes to transform innovative ideas into new products , has long been recognized as a critical source of absorptive capacity for more effective interorganizational learning. As such, in addition to ego network, R&D capability can also facilitate a firm to recognize and synthesize external resources prevailing in the global network (Xiong and Bharadwaj 2011) .
CONCEPTUAL MODEL AND HYPOTHESES
We argue that a firm's position in the global network exerts differential effects on its launches of incremental and breakthrough new products and that its ego network and R&D capability moderate these effects. Figure 2 illustrates our conceptual model.
Effects of the Global Network on Breakthrough and Incremental New Product Launches
Closeness and betweenness centrality in the global network allow firms to capture more knowledge from spillovers from other organizations in the industry. With greater closeness centrality, a firm can access industry knowledge more efficiently and at a lower cost because its location near other firms in the network allows it to receive and spread information more quickly. As Freeman (1979, p. 225) notes, closeness "means fewer message transmissions, shorter times, and lower costs." In addition, when located closer to other firms in a development network, a firm can obtain information with fewer intermediary steps, which reduces the chances of information distortion during transmission. Similarly, when a firm is a "critical intermediary" among others, or "in the middle of things" (Van den Bulte and Wuyts 2007, p. 21) , a high betweenness centrality means the firm has access to more information flows in the network and can control that information better (Brass, Butterfield, and Skaggs 1998; Freeman 1979) . A firm located between other firms functions as an information gatekeeper (Ahuja, Galletta, and Carley 2003) . Thus, both closeness and betweenness centrality facilitate access to industry-specific information and should enhance a firm's incremental new product launches because the firm can use the spilled-over industry-specific information to refine its existing products according to the dominant technological or market trajectory. For example, since the late 1990s, Clorox, which could access industry-wide information more promptly than its competitors through its direct and indirect partners in the CPG industry, has identified various new opportunities and tracked industry practices to introduce incrementally improved new products, with both cost reductions and performance improvements (Calvey 2012) .
In contrast, a central position in the global network can hinder launches of breakthrough new products. Being deeply engaged in an industry-specific context could bias firms against competency-destroying, noncumulative innovations because the firms can rely on path-dependent routines and strategies (Teece 2007) . Closeness centrality often hinders a firm's ability to view new things broadly or explore ideas from outside the industry (Grabher 1993) . Similarly, betweenness centrality can lock a firm in to industrial contexts by embedding it in the global network, made up of paths among other participants (Mallapragada, Grewal, and Lilien 2012) . Han, Kim, and Kim (2001) show that in food industries, incumbents better protected from the threats of outside industries tend to be less innovative and to focus more on incremental changes. This effect is greater to the degree the firm is embedded in the industrial context through its position in the network. Thus, a central position in the global network likely undermines a firm's ability to think outside the box and willingness to cannibalize its sales of existing products, both of which are important factors for innovating breakthrough new products (Chandy and Tellis 1998) .
However, we also recognize the possibility that betweenness centrality provides a good brokerage position for accessing more novel information and thus cultivates breakthrough innovations. Although betweenness centrality can have contrasting effects on breakthrough innovations, access to novel information through a brokerage position should be minimized in an industry-specific network. Therefore, betweenness centrality, along with closeness centrality, in an industry-specific global network should act as a constraint on rather than facilitator of breakthrough new product launches. 
Moderating Effects of Ego Networks
Ego network density. Although a central position provides more opportunities to access industry-wide information, compared with a peripheral position in the global network, the significant amount of information that accrues to the central position in the global network can cause difficulties in isolating relevant information and transferring and applying it to new product development. Therefore, incremental new product launches that result from a central position in the global network depend on the firm's ability to transfer industry-wide information and complementary resources, such that the efficient use of industry-wide information allows it to promptly develop and launch new products along a similar market trajectory.
A highly interconnected ego network can facilitate such incremental new products that result from a central position in the global network. First, interconnected partners in a firm's ego network can better mediate industry-wide information from the global network. The redundant paths to the global network, through interconnected ego network partners, facilitate the transfer of information from the global network (Hansen 1999; Rowley, Behrens, and Krackhardt 2000) . Second, cooperative norms and routines among ego network partners can facilitate their cooperation and improve the efficiency of their use of industry-wide information from the global network for their innovation activities. A firm embedded in the highly interconnected ego network then can better access and seize new product (+) opportunities that accrue to it because of its central position in the global network.
The positive effect of betweenness and closeness centrality on a firm's incremental new product launches is amplified by the firm's ego network density.
The abundance of industry-wide information available from the central position in a global network should exert a negative impact on breakthrough new product launches, and these negative effects might be amplified or relieved, depending on the ego network structure. In particular, launches of breakthrough new products that result from a central position in the global network benefit more from a lower level of ego network density. Shared norms and sanctions against opportunistic behavior in an interconnected ego network are likely to constrain a firm's innovative autonomy and willingness to apply industrywide information gleaned from a global network position (Burt 1980) . In contrast, a firm in a disconnected ego network might be less constrained by such norms and thus able to use the external information available in its global network more flexibly and transform it into more breakthrough new products. Its nonredundant ego network partners likely have different perceptions of and capabilities to use any given set of industry-wide information, which then increases opportunities to transform industry-wide information and resources from the global network into fundamental breakthroughs. For example, a firm might experiment more with industry-wide information from its global network when it also has more nonredundant ego network partners, such that it attempts discontinuous changes in product formulations, packaging, positioning, or merchandising. Such efforts could alleviate the negative effect of a central network position on breakthrough new product launches. Formally, H 2b : The negative effect of betweenness and closeness centrality on a firm's breakthrough new product launches is amplified by the firm's ego network density.
Ego network diversity. Partners' characteristics influence how a firm learns through its interfirm collaborations (Sampson 2007) . According to absorptive capacity research, firms can assimilate external knowledge only if it relates to their prior knowledge, which implies that similar partners should facilitate knowledge sharing and transfers (Lane and Lubatkin 1998; Mowery, Oxley, and Silverman 1996) . Therefore, in an alliance network, a firm that is well embedded in its ego network, with more similar partners, can coordinate the processes of transferring and assimilating external information from the global network. The high costs of learning and coordinating with more diverse partners instead might slow down the absorption of the external resources that accrue to the central position in the global network. That is, ego network diversity could lower the efficiency with which the firm transforms resources gained from its central position into incremental new products. Thus, we make the following hypothesis:
The positive effect of betweenness and closeness centrality on a firm's incremental new product launches is suppressed by the firm's ego network diversity.
With diverse ego network partners, a firm can arrange ideas and materials from its global network into novel combinations, a strategy that is likely to increase production of breakthrough new products. Using resources and capabilities sourced from the novel domains of its diverse ego network partners, a firm can develop multiple conceptualizations of problems and solutions and apply solutions from one domain to problems in another (Hargadon and Sutton 1997) . This cross-fertilization of knowledge then can facilitate distant searches for significant changes to current products, which might complement industry-specific knowledge gained from the global network. Furthermore, working with partners with different backgrounds provides firms with access to diverse problem-solving heuristics, prompting them to explore new combinations of global network resources (Audia and Goncalo 2007) . For example, working with an academic institution requires different routines than working with a for-profit business, and collaborating with big public firms can differ from collaborating with small firms (Baum, Calabrese, and Silverman 2000; Kalaignanam, Shankar, and Varadarajan 2007) . Such varied collaboration heuristics might stimulate experimentation and searches for knowledge beyond an existing domain in the global network (Ahuja and Lampert 2001) . Thus, H 3b : The negative effect of betweenness and closeness centrality on a firm's breakthrough new product launches is suppressed by the firm's ego network diversity.
Moderating Effects of R&D Capability
In addition to using its ego network as a knowledge base from which to absorb global network resources, a firm must exploit its own knowledge. In particular, R&D capability accumulated from past R&D investments and innovation activities can help a firm leverage its position in the global network. With this capability, the firm can identify and interpret relevant information and integrate it into its development of new products (Cohen and Levinthal 1990; Xiong and Bharadwaj 2011) . For incremental new products, a firm with greater R&D capability accesses and transforms industry-wide knowledge more efficiently to improve its current products or services. Thus, H 4a : The positive effect of betweenness and closeness centrality on a firm's incremental new product launches is amplified by the firm's R&D capability.
For breakthrough new products, R&D capability instead should stimulate the unique recombination of internally developed technologies and industry-wide knowledge from the global network, leading to innovative products. With a strong R&D capability, a firm can span technological boundaries in its new product development activities (Tushman and Katz 1980) , which likely encourages novel knowledge recombination and integration (Grant 1996; Kogut and Zander 1992) . In this sense, a firm's R&D capability can mitigate the lock-in effect of a central position in the industry-specific global network. By overcoming the constraining effect of a central position on the pursuit of fundamental changes, R&D capability should facilitate breakthrough new product launches by centrally positioned firms.
The negative effect of betweenness and closeness centrality on a firm's breakthrough new product launches is suppressed by the firm's R&D capability.
METHODOLOGY Empirical Setting
The CPG industry provides a suitable context for testing our conceptual model, for several reasons. First, interorganizational R&D collaborations among private and public firms, academic institutions, and government agencies are common and have expanded significantly since the late 1990s. First, for example, from 2000 to 2009, approximately 3,000 interorganizational R&D collaborations occurred among more than 400 firms and institutions. Second, firms in the CPG industry tend to emphasize new product development as a critical driver of performance and competitive advantage (Sorescu and Spanjol 2008) . Third, this sector accounts for a substantial portion of the U.S. economy; in 2011, its spending exceeded $2.4 trillion (Bureau of Economic Analysis 2011). The time frame for our data collection ran from 1990 to 2010.
Measures, Data, and Sample
We used archival methods to collect data about firms' global network centrality (closeness and betweenness), ego network density and diversity, R&D capability, breakthrough and incremental new product launches, and control variables. The data to test the hypotheses came from four different sources, enumerated next.
Global network measures. The network centrality data came from the SDC joint venture and alliance database, a comprehensive source that covers various formal interfirm relationships among public and private firms, academic and research institutions, and government agencies worldwide. In addition, the SDC database identifies the industry represented in interfirm relationships, so we can focus on the CPG industry. Among the various relational activities detailed by the SDC database, we gather data on interfirm relationships involving joint research collaboration, R&D, codevelopment, and other R&D-related activities. Our CPG industry network features all R&D collaborations between 1990 and 2010.
Consistent with prior studies (Stuart 2000; Swaminathan and Moorman 2009), we used a five-year window to create each firm's industry network. For example, to create the industry network for 2000, we used all interfirm relationships established between 1996 and 2000, inclusive. As prior studies have noted, the average life-span for technological resources is approximately five years (Pakes and Griliches 1984) . As robustness checks, we also used fourand six-year windows.
Using the R&D collaborations of five-year periods as input to form global networks, we next collected twomode data sets to support our construction of a one-mode network. The two-mode data sets were arranged as a firm-byinterfirm agreement matrix, in which X ij = 1 if firm i participated in interfirm agreement j. We then converted the two-mode data into a one-mode network by creating a symmetric matrix in which the organizations appeared in the first column and the top row, both in the same order. Therefore, the number in a cell for [firm i, firm j] was equivalent to the number in the cell for [firm j, firm i], reflecting the number of interfirm agreements between these firms in the network. We use value, not just binary, data; the value denotes the number of interfirm agreements between two firms, which provides a proxy for the strength of their relationship and the information flows between them.
After constructing the global network, we calculated each firm's betweenness network centrality using the Freeman flow centrality measure (Freeman, Borgatti, and White 1991) . Flow betweenness, by considering all the paths between firms in a network, appropriately responds to the nature of information flows in the global network composed of firms that are likely to be interconnected through various paths. In line with our data structure, a firm's network centrality reflects the proportion of information flows between other organizations that pass through that firm, modeled as follows:
where M jk is the maximum information flow from firm j and k, and M jk (x i ) is the maximum information flow from firm j and k that passes through firm i. The measure varies from 0 to 1.
To measure closeness centrality, we use the inverse of the sum of the geodesic distance between firm i and all other firms connected directly or indirectly to it. Thus, it reflects the binary network structure of the data (Freeman 1979) . For a project i,
where dði, jÞ is the geodesic distance (length of shortest path) between firms i and j, U is the set of all firms in the industry network, and å y 2 U dði, jÞ is the total number of geodesic connections between firm i and any other firm j that can be reached from i in the industry network. Although we calculated closeness and betweenness centrality for each organization, we only used the public firm data in the model analysis, because we have financial data for these firms. For example, in our sample, P&G has high betweenness and closeness centrality, but Johnson & Johnson, which is similar in size, shows relatively low betweenness and closeness centrality.
Ego network measures. Ego network density is the extent to which a firm's partners are connected to one another. Following Swaminathan and Moorman (2009) , we measure the total number of unique relationships between a firm's partners, divided by the total number of possible ties among those partners. If a firm has five partners in its ego network, and these partners engage in four unique relationships, the ego network density measure equals .40 (4/10) because there are ten total possible relationships among five partners. In our 2001 data, whereas Unilever's partners appear less connected, General Mills' ego network partners are highly interconnected; four of its five partners connect directly.
Ego network diversity captures variation in the types of organizations in a firm's partner portfolio. We categorized each firm's R&D collaborations into three types: (1) with public firms, (2) with small private firms, and (3) with nonprofit organizations (e.g., universities, research institutions). Then, to calculate partner diversity, we relied on a Herfindahl index such that for firm i, we calculated the number of types (c) of partners and the number of times a firm's partners represented type j as n j,c (j = 1, . . ., c). In turn, p j,c = n j,c å n j,c represents the proportion of occurrences of type j, relative to the cumulative occurrences of all types. We square each p and take the sum over all national classes. Because we are interested in an index of ego network diversity, not its concentration, we subtract this sum from 1 . For example, in 2002, Kimberly-Clark had only small private firms as partners, so it had low ego network diversity, but P&G's partners ranged across all three categories (see Figure 1 ), leading to high ego network diversity for that firm. Formally,
Breakthrough and incremental new product launches. To measure a firm's new product launches, we used the ProductScan database, which has tracked new product introductions since the early 1980s. It compiles information about new products from a wide range of sources, including trade press, company websites, and visits to retail outlets. It also features the name, manufacturer, description, ingredients, and date of introduction of each product. Two advantages stem from this database (Sorescu and Spanjol 2008, p. 78 
):
It does not suffer from survival bias. The data set includes a large sample of CPG publicly traded firms, regardless of their performance or eventual survival. It also contains all new products introduced by these firms, regardless of their eventual success in the market. A second advantage . . . is that product introductions are recorded contemporaneously (rather than subsequently to introduction), ensuring that a potential memory bias does not affect which products are included in the sample.
For our study, the database also beneficially offers information about whether the product involves significant changes in any of the following areas: positioning, packaging, markets, merchandising, formulation, and technology. We provide specific examples in Table 2 . Consistent with Sorescu and Spanjol (2008) , we categorize new products as breakthrough if they involve significant differences from existing products in any of these areas, or incremental if they do not. For example, Avon introduced Tru Lie Concealer, the first interactive makeup system of modular, interlocking products, which involved a breakthrough in packaging.
We measured the number of each type of new product launched by a firm in each year. The aggregated trends of breakthrough and incremental new product launches over time (see Web Appendix A) show that the average number of breakthrough new product launches per firm per year has decreased slightly since the mid-1990s, whereas the number of incremental new product launches has increased slightly. Both variables are right-skewed, so we took log transformations. R&D capabilities. We followed Dutta, Narasimhan, and Rajiv (1999) and adopted a production frontier model to measure marketing and R&D capabilities. These data came from several databases, including Compustat and the Delphion Patent Database. We detail the measures of R&D capability for each firm in Web Appendix B.
Control variables. We included several control variables. First, we controlled for ego network size, measured as the total number of partners in the firm's R&D collaborations over a five-year window. Second, we assessed technology diversity with a Herfindahl index, on the basis of the firm's granted patents in the previous five years (e.g., Fang, Palmatier, and Grewal 2011; , as provided by the Delphion Patent Database. Specifically, for each firm i, we calculated the number of national classes (c) of patents it earned each year and denoted the number of times that the firm's patents fell into a national class j as n j,c (j = 1, . . ., c). Then, p j,c = n j,c ånj,c represented the proportion of occurrences of national class j relative to the cumulative occurrence of all patents in those years. We squared each p and took the sum over all national classes, then subtracted this sum from 1 . The technology diversity index equals 0 if the firm's patents all appear in a single class, and it moves toward 1 when the firm spreads its patents over more national classes. Third, we controlled for business diversity, or the extent to which a firm's activities span multiple business segments. Although all the firms operate in the CPG industry, they focus on different segments. With data from the Compustat business segment databases, which cover a firm's sales revenues across segments (Steenkamp and Fang 2011) , we used a Herfindahl index to calculate the proportion of a firm's sales revenue in each segment to total sales for the previous five years, then squared all proportions, summed them, and subtracted the sums from 1. Several firm-level factors also likely affect breakthrough and incremental new product launches. We thus controlled for a firm's marketing capability (see Web Appendix B); firm size, measured as the log transformation of total assets; and the firm's net cash flow, which represents financial resources available to support new product development efforts. We took log transformations of the latter two variables. Finally, we controlled for each firm's financial leverage (ratio of its book debt to book value of total assets), which enhances performance (McAlister, Srinivasan, and Kim 2007) . We gathered these data from Compustat.
The variable measurements and data sources are shown in Table 3 . The descriptive statistics and correlations in Tables 4 and 5 , respectively, together with the withinand between-firm standard deviations, reveal that although between-firm comparisons account for most of the variations, within-firm assessments also entail sufficient amounts of variation (approximately 10%-20%). This finding is not surprising, considering our "large N, small T" (i.e., many firms but relatively few time periods) data pattern. We obtained 1,087 observations of 91 publically traded firms between 1995 and 2010; the data from 1990 to 1994 served to create the industry networks. We took one-year lags between the independent and dependent variables.
Model Estimation
We adopted the system GMM to estimate our empirical model. To address the potential for reverse causality between network centrality and new product launches (Boulding and Staelin 1995) , we sought an appropriate time lag and tested different lag structures, ranging from one to four years, as well as different combinations (e.g., one-and two-year lags; Steenkamp and Fang 2011) . For both incremental and breakthrough new product launches, models with a one-year lag generated the best fit indices.
Variable endogeneity. When firms make decisions about network connections, they consider characteristics of potential partners such as closeness centrality, betweenness centrality, ego network density, and ego network diversity. These partner decisions are not made randomly, but, rather, firms select partners according to both the firms' assessments of how those partners can enhance the firms' new product launches and the firms' prior partner decisions. Therefore, we treat these variables, as well as relevant interactions involving these variables, as endogenous and adopt instrumental variables to address such endogeneity concerns. 1 As we detail in the following section, we instrument the variables in the first differencing equation using two-period lagged levels and the variables in the levels-levels equation using their own one-period lagged first differences ).
Dynamic panel data structure. Our data have several important features. First, the structure indicates "large N, small T" panels. Second, the dependent variables are dynamic (i.e., breakthrough and incremental new product launches are somewhat persistent and depend on prior period observations). Third, our data may suffer endogeneity issues (i.e., regressors might correlate with prior or current period errors). Thus, our model requires a dynamic panel specification; dynamic models with lagged dependent variables cannot be estimated using ordinary least squares (Baltagi 2008) .
Instead, following Arellano and Bond (1991) and Arellano and Bover (1995) , we adopted a dynamic panel GMM estimation that can address dynamic dependent variables and endogeneity. A dynamic panel GMM generates sample moments from the data, which is appropriate when the error term and regressor distributions are not independent. To resolve these concerns, dynamic panel GMM uses first differencing to eliminate firm-specific fixed effects, then adopts two-period lagged levels as instrumental variables to alleviate simultaneity and dynamic endogeneity (Arellano and Bover 1995; Blundell and Bond 1998) System GMM. The dynamic GMM estimation has two potential limitations. First, the lagged levels may be poor instruments for first differenced variables, especially if the variables are close to a random walk (Arellano and Bover 1995; Blundell and Bond 1998) . Second, the first differencing of variables may lead to inefficient estimations, due to the loss of temporal variations (Arellano and Bover 1995) . Therefore, Arellano and Bover (1995) and Blundell and Bond (1998) propose a system GMM estimator that includes both first differencing and levels models. In particular, we instrument the variables in the levels-levels equation using their own one-period lagged first differences 
where the control variables are Incremental New Product Launches i,t−1 , Breakthrough New Product Launches i,t−1 , Marketing Capability i,t , Firm Size i,t , Business Diversity i,t , Net Cash Flow i,t , Financial Leverage i,t , Technology Diversity i,t , and year dummies. For the system GMM, we estimated Equations 4 and 6 together and Equations 5 and 7 together. We tested for the validity of the instruments using Hansen's (1982) test of overidentifying restrictions, with the requirement that the J-statistic does not reject the null hypothesis. The results failed to reject the null hypothesis that the model specification meets the moment condition, so the instruments appear valid (Table 6) . We adopted Stata's xtabond2 procedure to estimate the models. Table 5 shows that network centrality (closeness and betweenness) correlates negatively with breakthrough new product launches but positively with incremental new product launches, consistent with H 1 . In Figures 3 and 4 , we present some model-free evidence. In particular, we first take the first differencing of betweenness centrality, closeness centrality, and incremental and breakthrough new product launches. We present model-free correlations dependent on levels of ego network density and diversity and R&D capability. Thus, we are interested in the correlations between within-firm temporal variations of the two metrics. In Figure 3 , Panel A, we show that when ego network density is low (one standard deviation below the mean), the negative correlation between betweenness centrality and breakthrough new product launches (-.011) is substantially flatter than that negative correlation (-.064) when density is high (one standard deviation above the mean. The positive correlation between betweenness centrality and incremental new product launches is substantially higher in conditions of high (.078) versus low (.042) ego network density. For ego network diversity, in Figure 3 , Panel B, we show that when diversity is high (one standard deviation above the mean), the negative correlation between betweenness centrality and breakthrough new product launches (.007, n.s.) is substantially flatter than that negative correlation (-.059) when diversity is low (one standard deviation below the mean). The positive correlation of betweenness centrality and incremental new product launches is substantially lower when diversity is high (.036) than when it is low (.079). In addition, Figure 3 , Panel C, indicates that when R&D capability is high (one standard deviation above the mean), the correlation of betweenness centrality and breakthrough new product launches (.008, n.s.) is substantially flatter than that negative correlation (-.032) when R&D capability is low (one standard deviation below the mean), and the positive correlation of betweenness centrality with incremental new product launches is higher with high R&D capability (.069) than with low R&D capability (.020, n.s.). The correlations Table 6 EFFECTS OF GLOBAL AND EGO NETWORKS ON NEW PRODUCT LAUNCHES 
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of closeness centrality with new product launches in Figure 4 indicate similar patterns; the results provide some evidence in support of our hypotheses, even before we test the model.
Estimation Results
In Models 1-8 in Table 6 , values of the Wald c 2 statistic, which assesses whether the proposed model specifications predict breakthrough and incremental new product launches, are significant, in support of the model specifications. We also examine first-and second-order autoregressive (AR) statistics, AR(1) and AR(2), to test for serial correlation in the error terms, because the system GMM assumes that first-order serial correlation is present but second-order serial correlation is not (Arellano and Bond 1991) . Our results reject AR(1) (with the null hypothesis that there is no first-order serial correlation) but fail to reject AR(2) (with the null hypothesis that there is no second-order serial correlation), in further support of our model specifications. We performed the augmented Dickey-Fuller unit-root test to address the null hypothesis (Enders 1995) , and the results rejected the presence of unit roots for all variables. Therefore, all variables are stationary.
Because the level-in-level and difference-in-difference models generate highly consistent results, we focus on the level-in-level model results in this discussion. In Model 1, for incremental new product launches, closeness centrality has a positive effect (b = .9345, p < .01), whereas betweenness centrality has no significant effect (b = 3.0193, n.s.). For breakthrough new product launches, closeness centrality has no significant effect (b = -.1811, n.s.), but betweenness centrality has a negative effect (b = -1.1894, p < .01). These findings provide partial support of H 1a-b , in which we suggest that a firm's central position in the global network enhances incremental new products launches but hinders breakthrough new products.
Regarding the moderating effects, Model 2 also shows that ego network density positively moderates the effects of closeness and betweenness centrality on incremental new product launches (b = 1.2520, p < .05 and b = 8.1029, p < .01, respectively), in support of H 2a . In Model 6, ego network density negatively moderates the effect of betweenness centrality on breakthrough new product launches (b = -.9576, p < .05), which affirms H 2b . However, for closeness centrality, we find no moderating effect of ego network density. Moreover, in Model 2, ego network diversity negatively moderates the effect of betweenness centrality on incremental new product launches (b = -22.1021, p < .05), whereas in Model 6, it positively moderates the effect of closeness and betweenness centrality on breakthrough new product launches (b = .5732, p < .01 and b = 2.8893, p < .05, respectively). These findings are consistent with H 3a-b . Finally, in Model 2, R&D capability positively moderates the effect of betweenness centrality on incremental new product launches (b = 26.8647, p < .01), in support of H 4a . We cannot confirm H 4b , however, because R&D capability has no significant moderating effect on breakthrough new product launches. We find no moderating effect of R&D capability on closeness centrality.
Validation Analyses
To enhance confidence in our results, we conducted validation analyses with (1) alternative time windows for the ego and industry global networks, (2) betweenness centrality adjusted by relationship type, (3) interfirm R&D agreements adjusted by time depreciation, (4) an alternative measure of breakthrough new product launches, (5) an alternative measure of betweenness/closeness centrality after removing the variation explained by ego network diversity and density, (6) a nonlinear GMM model estimation, (7) a difference-in-difference-only model with joint estimation, (8) eigenvector centrality of partners included as a control variable, (9) models that explore the nonlinear effects of betweenness and closeness centrality on a firm's new product launches, (10) bootstrap standard errors to address potential weak instrument issues, and (11) system GMM with a "collapsed" instrument approach to address the issue of instrument proliferation. As we detail in Web Appendix D, the overall patterns hold across all these validation analyses, in support of our empirical results.
Managerial Simulation
Finally, we sought to apply these results to answer a managerially critical question: How should firms, depending on their R&D capabilities, structure their ego and global networks to optimize their breakthrough and incremental new product launches? In a scenario analysis, we used a baseline, "typical" firm with mean values for the ego network factors, industry network factors, and control variables, adopting the level-in-level model approach (Table 6 ). We then estimated 16 scenarios with higher and lower values of betweenness centrality, ego network density, ego network diversity, and R&D capability. The high conditions were two standard deviations above the mean; the low conditions were two standard deviations below it. For each condition, we present the best scenarios in Table 7 .
First, for breakthrough new product launches, the optimal strategy features low global network betweenness centrality and ego network density but high ego network diversity. This strategy, which we refer to as a "breakthrough new product-driving network strategy," generated 24.84% more breakthrough new products than the baseline condition for firms with both high and low R&D capabilities. Such a strategy was employed by General Mills during 1995-2000, when it established relationships with different types of organizations (public, private, and others), mostly located outside the United States. These partners were not highly connected with one another and had few connections with organizations in other parts of the world. This strategy, however, produces poor results for incremental new product launches: 17.34% lower than the baseline for firms with high R&D capability, and 13.02% lower for those with low R&D capability.
Second, for incremental new product launches, the optimal strategy is to occupy a central position in the industry network (high betweenness), with high ego network density but low ego network diversity. Compared with the baseline condition, the increase in incremental new products in this case was 18.12% for firms with high R&D capability and 14.21% for firms with low R&D capability. However, this "incremental new product-driving network strategy" was the worst strategy for breakthrough new product launches, which decreased by 14.82% compared with the baseline for firms with both high and low R&D capabilities. Clorox has pursued such a strategy since the late 1990s. During 2001-2005, it established relationships with firms in central positions in the CPG industry, such as Unilever, leading to Clorox's high betweenness centrality. These partners are highly interconnected and mostly large, public firms, such that they lack diversity.
Some scenarios might deliver strong results for both breakthrough and incremental new product launches. For firms with high R&D capability, a central position in industry networks, low ego network density, and high network diversity generated more breakthrough (18.04%) and incremental (14.04%) new products than the baseline condition. This strategy is exemplified by P&G's approach since the early 2000s, with which it has established a wide range of partners in central positions in their respective domains. These partners range from private to public organizations, and they are not extensively connected. For firms with low R&D capability, a peripheral position in the industry network, high ego network density, and low ego network diversity generated 9.94% more breakthrough new product launches, compared with the baseline, as well as 7.94% more incremental new product launches. Kimberly-Clark adopted such a strategy in the late 2000s by establishing relationships with mostly private firms in paper-related products. These firms are highly connected among themselves but not well connected with other industry participants. Both scenarios produce positive returns; although these "balanced new product-driving network strategies" are not optimal for either breakthrough or incremental new product launches, they provide an excellent compromise option.
DISCUSSION
We examine the effects of global network position on breakthrough and incremental new product launches, along with the moderating roles of ego networks and R&D capabilities. The findings provide important insights for network and new product literature, as well as managerial recommendations for leveraging network positions to promote new product launches.
Theoretical Implications
Whereas prior research has highlighted the benefits of central network positions for innovation, our finer-grained model reveals some boundary conditions. Betweenness centrality implies that a firm acts as a broker between other firms; closeness centrality indicates that it can easily access other parts of the industry through few intermediaries. Although both forms facilitate access to information, innovation outcomes also depend on the type of innovation (i.e., breakthrough vs. incremental). A central position in an industry helps a firm create incremental new product launches, but it harms breakthrough new product launches. Therefore, network centrality is a double-edged sword that enhances a firm's access to industry-specific information and promotes incremental new product launches but also constrains the firm's noncumulative, competencydestroying innovations and reduces its breakthrough new product launches. Researchers must acknowledge the types of new products associated with network positions; focusing on an aggregated effect while neglecting the specific type of new products may lead to an incomplete or biased picture of the link between network centrality and product launches.
This study also provides important insights into the interactive relationships of ego and global networks with new product launches, rather than focusing on either ego or global networks. A firm relies on its direct partners to access resources from indirect partners in the global network (Ahuja 2000) , and our results show that a firm with more interconnected or homogeneous ego networks can produce more incremental new products from its central position in a global network. By pooling resources with its partners, a firm becomes more efficient in acquiring and exploiting external information to derive incremental new products. An ego network with less interconnected or more diverse partners also can help a centrally located firm avoid the hazards for its breakthrough new product launches, because in this case, it is less constrained by existing norms or routines and has more flexibility to experiment with resources from the global network. By noting the inconsistent effect of ego and global networks on breakthrough and incremental new products, we help clarify the conditions that enhance launches of each type. The inconsistent effects on breakthrough and incremental new product launches reveal that the effects of any single network property cannot define network strategies that will benefit both types. Rather, as our managerial simulation shows, a network strategy that produces the highest returns for one type of new product might generate negative returns for another. A systematic approach to aligning ego and global network properties, depending on a firm's R&D capability, provides a compromise that contributes to both types of new product launches. We specify several configurations that can ensure balanced ego/global network strategies for both breakthrough and incremental new product launches, even if they are not optimal for either type individually.
Managerial Implications
The structure of alliance networks is path dependent and cumulative over time, through prior alliance activities (Gulati and Gargiulo 1999) . Although networks, particularly global networks, are not entirely within a firm's control, a firm can strive to build its ego network in different ways, depending on its position in the global network. Accordingly, we offer several recommendations for managers. In particular, they should be cognizant that being located centrally in an industry network does not guarantee strong new product performance; it can even be detrimental, particularly for breakthrough new products, which require the firm to think outside the box and actively explore new resources and competencies. We describe optimal network formation strategies that reflect considerations of both ego and global network factors as well as R&D capabilities, which provide the relative impact on both breakthrough and incremental new product launches compared to the average firm in the sample. We provide an example of a large CPG firm that has utilized each strategy in Table 7 .
However, breakthrough or incremental new product launches achieved by pursuing such network formation strategies also might come at the cost of sacrificing launches of other type of new products. It also is possible to align global and ego networks to achieve both breakthrough and incremental new products, depending on R&D capability: firms with higher centrality in the global network can achieve the balance between breakthrough and incremental new products by building lower density and higher diversity in their ego network as well as higher R&D capability. Alternatively, firms with lower centrality in the global network can achieve balance by building higher density and lower diversity in their ego network as well as lower R&D capability. Accordingly, when managers build ego networks with directly connected partners, they should attend to their firms' positions in the overall industry network. We strongly emphasize the need to understand the industry network structure and the firm's unique position in that network. Using network analysis and available industry data, a firm can paint a more realistic picture of its industry network.
Limitations and Further Research
This research is subject to several limitations that suggest research directions. First, we employed a single industry context, which minimizes potential confounds across multiple industries (e.g., different innovation strategies, varying relationship-building practices). Additional research could extend our findings beyond CPG to other industries, cultures, and networks and thereby test the generalizability of our results. Especially worthwhile would be tests of the relative importance of positive versus negative network perspectives in countries in which intellectual property protection is weak, although such a study would require a different research design and possibly a different operationalization of innovation.
Second, we focused on the CPG industry as a network boundary that influences the scope of search activities and thus innovation performance. However, this focus may lead to potential problems by defining network boundaries either too narrowly, which likely fails to reflect information flows that actually occur in a global network, or too broadly, which causes the risks of including irrelevant information flows. Future studies that apply network boundaries defined at varying levels are expected to enrich our understanding of global network and its impact on innovation.
Third, although we validated our choice of instruments both theoretically and empirically, the results of this study need to be interpreted carefully. It is important to recognize the possible downside of weak and/or too many instruments that lead to smaller standard errors.
Fourth, Baum, Calabrese, and Silverman (2000) find that industry network composition affects a firm's performance. Further research should test how network-level characteristics, such as composition and density, interact with firm-level network centrality to affect innovation, using data from multiple industries. For example, in a loosely connected or densely connected industry network, the effectiveness of a firm's network centrality may differ. 
Measures of Marketing and R&D Capability
Following , we adopted a production frontier model to measure marketing and R&D capability (Silberberg 1990 ). The maximal amount of output for firm i can be written as a function of the resources the firm possesses :
where yM is the maximal amount of output, X is a vector of resource inputs, and α is a vector of parameters for the resources. However, firms often cannot reach the maximal level at the frontier, perhaps due to random shocks that are outside their control or their inefficiency in converting these resource inputs into output. Thus, the actual output that firm i produces is:
where yr is the realized output, ε is the random shock, and η captures the inefficiency of converting input into output, such that η≥0. Because capacity reflects the efficiency by which the firm converts input into output, we derive marketing and R&D capacity measures using an estimation of the inefficiency term ηi.
For marketing capability, we followed , we relied on granted patents, gathered from the Delphion database (Prabhu, Chandy, and Ellis 2005) . In particular, we modeled TECHBASE as a Koyck lag function, ∑ ρ Granted Patentsk, such that earlier patents received less weight than more recent ones.
For R&D capability, we used the same approach but with different output and input variables, and with as the measure of R&D capability :
The output variable was technology innovation (TECH_INNV), measured as the number of citation-weighted patents, because more influential patents tend to be cited more often by subsequent patents . The citation-weighted patent count required us to calculate the average number of citations received by all patents belonging to the firms in our sample over a four-year period. The weight assigned to a firm's patent equaled the number of citations it received, divided by the sample average. The input variables were as follows : technology base (TECHBASE), using the same measure; cumulative R&D expenses (CUM_RDEXPENSE); marketing capability (MKTCAP), generated from the first equation; and the interaction term between MKTCAP and TECHBASE, which captured the synergistic effect between a firm's technology base and marketing capability for generating technology innovations. In particular, CUM_RDEXPENSE was modeled as a Koyck lag function, ∑ σ R&D expensek, and earlier R&D expenses received less weight than more recent ones.
Web Appendix D Validation Analyses
Alternative time windows. We used a five-year window to create the ego and industry global network. As a robustness check, we considered different time periods (four and six years) to construct networks and calculate network centrality, as well as ego network density and diversity.
The results confirmed that the findings were stable across different periods.
Betweenness centrality adjusted by relationship type. Not all interfirm R&D agreements are equal in relationship strength, which may affect the value in the data matrix. However, no direct measure of relationship strength is available in secondary databases such as the SDC's.
Therefore, we relied on the presence of an equity arrangement in the agreement as a proxy for relationship strength. Equity arrangements provide governance mechanisms for coordinating a collaboration (Gulati and Singh 1998; Kale and Puranam 2004; Teece 1992) , in that they align the incentives of the partners by giving both firms a financial stake in the outcomes of their codevelopment, which helps ensure commitment to the joint efforts and facilitates in-depth knowledge sharing (Pisano 1989; Teece 1992) . Relationship strength thus tends to be higher when the firms enter into an equity arrangement. We assigned weights of 2 to interfirm agreements with an equity arrangement and 1 to those without one.
1
We then recreated the symmetric matrix, such that the values denoted the relationship type-weighted number of interfirm agreements that any two organizations established in the industry global network.
When we reestimated the model, the results were consistent with our main study, and all significant effects remained significant.
Interfirm R&D agreements adjusted by time depreciation. We adjusted interfirm R&D 1
We also used different weights for equity and non-equity arrangements, such as 3 and 1 or 1.5 and 1, and the results were consistent. 7 agreements by taking into account the value depreciation of interfirm R&D agreements over time.
Earlier agreements likely have smaller effect on a firm's radical and incremental new product launches. Therefore, consistent with Non-linear GMM model estimation. Since our measures of breakthrough and incremental new product launches are count observations, a non-linear estimation may be appropriate.
However, since our model focuses on interaction effects, which are not interpretable in a nonlinear model (Prabhu, Chandy, and Tellis 2005) . In such a case, a linear GMM model has been proposed. As a robustness check, we also estimated the model using non-linear GMM model estimation. Since the system GMM with non-linear function poses significant estimation challenges and there is no existing program available, we estimated first-difference models with Poisson distributions. Specifically, we adopted Stata ivpois GMM command for model estimation. Although the results are not interpretable by themselves, they are generally consistent with our system GMM linear estimation with log transformation.
In addition, we also follow Polidoro and Toh (2011) and use non-linear GMM in split sample analysis. In particular, for significant interaction effects in our main model, we meansplit the sample into high/low conditions based on the moderators, and estimate the non-linear GMM model (first differencing models) in each condition separately. The differences between the two conditions are in the same direction as reported in the main results. For example, in Table D6 , we find that betweenness centrality has much larger effect on incremental new product launches in high (34.4002, p<.01) than low R&D capability condition (22.9029, n.s.); this result is consistent with our main result that R&D capability positively moderates the relationship between betweenness centrality and incremental new product launches (26.8647 p<.01).
First differencing model with joint estimation. We also estimated first difference only model (without including levels models) to focus on the temporal variation of the variables.
Since the constraints of resources that a firm can commit for new product launches can make the launches of different types of new products interrelated, we jointly estimated two first difference models with breakthrough and incremental new product launches as dependent variables. In such joint estimation, as exclusion variables, we only include lagged dependent variable. For example, in model estimating breakthrough (incremental) new product launches, we include lagged breakthrough (incremental) new product launches. All significant effects remained significant.
Non-linear effects of betweenness/closeness centrality. We explored whether the effects of betweenness and closeness centrality on a firm's new product launches were nonlinear by including the square term of betweenness and closeness centrality in the models. In none of the models were the squared terms significant, which increased our confidence in the model specification.
Weak instrument. Our choices of instrumental variables, although consistent with prior studies, may still be subject to weak instrument concern, which could lead to small asymptotic standard errors, and "confidence intervals constructed from asymptotic standard errors typically have much lower coverage rates than their nominal coverage probability" (Rossi 2014, p. 661 ).
To correct for this possible problem, we followed Mikusheva (2010) and Kleibergen (2011) and used bootstrap standard errors as robustness checks. The significant levels did not change.
Instruments proliferation. System GMM may also be subject to the concern of instrument proliferation (i.e., too many instruments) that a large instrument collection may overfit endogenous variables even as it weakens the Hansen test of the instrument's joint validity ). suggested two ways to minimize such concern. First, as discussed in the manuscript, we followed suggestion by to "use only certain lags instead of all available lags for instruments" (p. 148) and used two-period lagged levels as instrument in difference-in-difference model, and their own one-period lagged first differences level-in-level model. Second, as a robustness check, we followed and adopted system GMM with "collapsed" instrument approach. Specifically, we used STATA xtabond2 collapse command to re-estimate our model, and the results remain significant, and all Hansen over identification tests are rejected at .10 levels.
